
Linguistics 410/510
Fall ’15

Homework #6

1. Go back to the following data from language X on assignment #3. Give the correct analysis using
containment-based OT.

>
dZu ‘10’

>
dZig ‘1’

>
dZug

>
dZig ‘11’ Si ‘4’

>
dZubSi ‘14’ Sib

>
dZu ‘40’ gu ‘9’

>
dZurgu ‘19’

gub
>
dZu ‘90’ Na ‘5’

>
dZuNa ‘15’ Nab

>
dZu ‘50’

sum ‘3’ drug ‘6’
>
dZugsum ‘13’ sum

>
dZu ‘30’

>
dZudrug ‘16’ drug

>
dZu ‘60’

Make sure to motivate your use of all constraints and justify all rankings.

2. Recall the “Name Game” facts from class. Briefly summarize the relevant facts and give an OT analysis
using correspondence theory. Explain specifically how you capture onset simplification and how you
ensure the stress requirements on the input.

3. Assume you have these constraints defined as follows:

Trochee Feet are two syllables and left-headed.

StressMe All words have stress.

ParseFoot All syllables are parsed.

AlignLeft All feet are aligned with the left edge of the word.

FillFoot No syllables are inserted.

Assume you have three words: ta, paka, kataka.

Assume that Trochee and AlignLeft are unviolated. On that assumption, using OT-Help, work out
the typology for the other three constraints for the three words given. Turn in the tableaux generated
in an appendix (not subject to the page limit). Tell me what systems are allowed and explain clearly
why which rankings are not distinct.

Requirements:

1. This is due by the beginning of class on Nov. 17. (You can submit as pdf or hardcopy. If you do
submit electronically, please do not send me an MSWord file!)

2. Type it, double-spaced, with a human font size, and normal margins.

3. This can be no more than five double-spaced pages.

4. Keep in mind that there may be funny symbols here that you’ve never used or printed before. Leave
time to make sure you have them right.

5. Remember: nothing late. Do not wait until the last minute to do this or to print it out.

6. You may certainly talk to each other about this and other assignments, but everyone must turn in
their own work. (If you do talk to others, I need to see evidence that you are doing more than listening
and writing down what others say.)


